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A young American woman is attacked at an historic Paris chateau and four paintings are stolen the same night, drawing Hugo
Marston into a case where everyone seems like a suspect. To solve this mystery Hugo must crack the secrets of the icy and arrogant
Lambourd family, who seem more interested in protecting their good name than future victims. Just as Hugo thinks he’s close, some
of the paintings mysteriously reappear, at the very same time that one of his suspects goes missing. While under pressure to catch a
killer, Hugo also has to face the consequences of an act some see as heroic, but others believe might have been staged for selfserving reasons. This puts Hugo under a media and police spotlight he doesn’t want, and helps the killer he’s hunting mark him as
the next target….
In the newest Night Rebel novel, set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night Huntress world, beautiful, daring
vampire Veritas risks all to protect Ian… Some promises are meant to be broken… Veritas spent most of her life as a vampire Law
Guardian. Now, she’s about to break every rule by secretly hunting down the dark souls that were freed in order to save Ian. But the
risks are high. For if she gets caught, she could lose her job. And catching the sinister creatures might cost Veritas her own life.
Some vows are forever… Ian’s memories might be fragmented, but this master vampire isn’t about to be left behind by the woman
who entranced him, bound herself to him, and then disappeared. So what if demons, other Law Guardians, and dangerous,
otherworldly forces stand against them? Come hell or high water, Ian intends to remind Veritas of the burning passion between them,
because she is the only person seared on his mind—and his soul…
In this powerful collection, well-known YA authors answer real letters from teens all over the world about the dark side of love:
dating violence, break-ups, cheating, betrayals, and loneliness. This book contains a no-holds-barred, raw outpouring of the wisdom
these authors have culled from mining their own hearts for the fiction they write. Their responses are autobiographical, unflinching,
and filled with love and hope for the anonymous teen writers. With contributors Becky Albertalli, Adi Alsaid, Libba Bray, Mike
Curato, Heather Demetrios, Amy Ewing, Zach Fehst, Gayle Forman, Corey Ann Haydu, Varian Johnson, A.S. King, Nina LaCour,
Kim Liggett, Kekla Magoon, Sarah McCarry, Sandhya Menon, Cristina Moracho, Jasmine Warga, and Ibi Zoboi.
Includes the plays The White Witch of Rose Hall, The Last Admittance of Man, 48-49, Making Waves, Walk Against Fear and Two
Tracks and Text Me The White Witch of Rose Hall explores the horrors of voodoo and slavery. In The Last Admittance of Man Jesus
has sought permission from God to see the future. 48-49 looks to the future of black people in Britain. In Making Waves, a West
Indian Pentecostal Minister takes on a dispirited circuit of churches within the Welsh community. Walk Against Fear tells the story of
James Meredith in 1962, the first African American to attend the University of Mississippi.
The Latham Diaries
The utterly hilarious and relatable Number One eBook bestseller
An absolutely gripping psychological thriller
Hot Mess
Backstory

FINALIST FOR THE MILES FRANKLIN LITERARY AWARDS 2019 WINNER OF THE NSW PREMIERS LITERARY AWARDS
MULTICULTURAL NSW AWARD 2019 'Bani Adam thinks he's better than us!' they say over and over until finally I shout
back, 'Shut up, I have something to say!' They all go quiet and wait for me to explain myself, redeem myself, pull my shirt
out, rejoin the pack. I hold their anticipation for three seconds, and then, while they're all ablaze, I say out loud, 'I do think
I'm better.' As far as Bani Adam is concerned Punchbowl Boys is the arse end of the earth. Though he's a Leb and they
control the school, Bani feels at odds with the other students, who just don't seem to care. He is a romantic in a sea of
hypermasculinity. Bani must come to terms with his place in this hostile, hopeless world, while dreaming of so much
more. Praise for The Lebs: 'an open-eyed and highly charismatic novel broiling with fight, tenderness and ambition.' - Big
Issue 'The Lebs is a strong and resonant novel that deserves to be widely read.' - Weekend Australian 'The author never
lets his superb command of idiom or his eye for the absurd overwhelm a deeply felt exploration of the hurt and damage
that can come from encounters with the Australian Other. No one who reads The Lebs deserves to come out unscathed.'
- The Saturday Paper 'Ahmad's piercing storytelling cuts away at the lace and trimmings of race relations in Australia
today.' - The Lifted Brow
Now settled into the Port City gay community, Lonnie wants to pay it forward, so when he sees Scot looking
uncomfortable at a huge party, he takes the white wolf under his wing. Scot, who misses the family pack he grew up with,
wants to be more than friends too fast, and Lonnie's going to have to figure out how to let him down easy. But Scot
brings up a question Lonnie doesn't have an easy answer for: where is his pack?
She deceived us all, but I still crave for her to be mine. Every waking moment that I’ve been part of the Skulls Renegade
MC I could tell she was holding back something. What I didn’t realize is how much she was. Jenna isn’t the woman that
any of us thought her to be. She’s a completely fabricated lie. I shouldn’t want her because of the deception she brought
upon us. Her and I are both so similar, two people who have been through the darkest life has had to offer. But our pasts
didn’t break us, they fueled us. Now I know her secrets, and I don’t know what I’ll do with them.
""Our remedies are only as good as the way in which we dispense them." That is the central premise of Thinking About
Prescribing. In this new, thought-provoking volume, more than two dozen experts make the case for an ongoing alliance
between pharmacotherapists, young patients, and their families. Chapters tackle issues ranging from the
psychodynamics of medication use in youth with serious mental illness, adapting evidence-based motivation and
therapy techniques to enhance adherence, cultivating the synergistic role of primary care providers and
psychotherapists, engaging in psychoeducation with patients, to prescribing via telemedicine. Readers will pick up the
foundational knowledge they need to develop a partnership with patients that is based on trust and candid
communication-rather than on just the cold facts about psychotropic medications. Chapters feature key takeaways that
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distill the most salient points, helping readers to reference-and retain-the information easily"-Snapstreak
Obie Is Man Enough
YA Paranormal Romance
Dear Heartbreak
A Memoir of Mixed-Up Love
Living Ghost
‘I was sitting on the edge of my seat unable to stop reading… Mind-blowing and totally unexpected conclusion… Exceptionally
good!’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars Nell is the perfect child; more beautiful and more likeable and more loveable than me. If my
pretty little sister never came home again, I’d finally be free from the terrible secret we share… Anna is a wonderful mother. She
gave up a career she loved to stay home with her children and her kind, polite daughters, Nell and Ivy, are a credit to her. As is Bay,
her stepdaughter, whom Anna adores as much as her own two girls. But everything changes the day Anna’s middle daughter’s
beauty catches the eye of a stranger in a café… Quiet, sensitive Nell doesn’t want to have her face on a billboard for all to see. But
she knows her family desperately needs the money, and perhaps it would be nice to have her mother’s full attention for the first
time since Bay arrived? Could this be the escape from her stepsister’s twisted games Nell has been longing for? But the moment
Nell steps in front of a camera, the devastating secret she and Bay have been keeping breaks the surface – and the bonds of this
close-knit family forever. But with both Nell and Bay insisting they’re innocent, can either girl really be trusted? As Anna’s perfect
blended family unravels around her, she is forced to pick a side. To save one daughter, Anna must betray another. Choosing the
wrong girl will be more dangerous than anyone could ever have imagined… An unputdownable read-all-night family drama that
explores the dark consequences of sibling rivalry and the heart-wrenching emotional cost of keeping secrets from those you love.
Perfect for fans of Big Little Lies, Little Fires Everywhere and My Dark Vanessa. Readers love The Pretty One: ‘Just wow!… broke
my heart into a million little pieces… one of the best books I've ever read… not to be missed!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I was
sitting on the edge of my seat unable to stop reading… mind-blowing and totally unexpected conclusion… Exceptionally good!’
NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘Extremely addictive… many times I wanted to scream… I couldn't read the book fast enough and was
flipping pages until early in the morning.’ bookworm86, 5 stars ‘Gripping and unputdownable! I was enthralled from the first few
pages and couldn't stop.’ AGJBooks&Gems, 5 stars ‘Completely and utterly impossible to put down… completely gripped…
completely addictive… I absolutely recommend this book.’ Little Miss Book Lover 87, 5 stars ‘Reading with bated breath until the
last gripping page. Wonderful. A bestseller for sure.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘I was literally carrying my kindle around the
house. I took it with me to read while I waited for the toast to pop, I was reading while watching TV and yes, I even took it with me to
the loo. I could not put it down.’ FabulousKerry, 5 stars ‘Wow!… such a must-read. I was completely consumed by it and could not
put it down. Totally intriguing and addictive… Be warned, once you start to read this book, you’ll find it very hard to put down. A
real “one more chapter” book… kept me reading late into the night.’ SIBZZREADS, 5 stars ‘I couldn't stop reading this fabulous
book. Had me on the edge of my seat until I reached the mind-blowing conclusion… I couldn't stop reading!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars
Are you sprinting past all of the colorful roses on your path in life? Have you been so focused on life's thorns that you have lost
sight of all of the beauty that God has placed right in front of you? Maybe today you find that you are so entangled and burdened
by life's hardships that you put all of your focus and attention on the negative. But guess what? God doesn't want that for you. He
wants to reveal to you His glory even on the hardest of days. Now yes, for a while your circumstances might very well stay the
same but your perspective doesn't have to. The truth is we all have blessings in our lives that sometimes we just can't see. But God
has a knack for teaching us how to stop living color blind. We just have to be willing to ask him.
In this riveting domestic suspense debut, a woman's life shatters when she meets a girl she believes is the daughter she lost years
ago--and she finds that reclaiming the life she lost might cost her the life she has. Tell Me You're Mine is a story of guilt, grief, and
the delicate balance between love and obsession. Where is the line between hope and madness? Three women: one who believes
she has found her long lost daughter, one terrified she's about to lose her child, and one determined to understand who she truly
is. Stella Widstrand is a psychotherapist, a happily married mother to a thirteen-year-old son. But when a young woman named
Isabelle steps into her clinic to begin therapy, Stella's placid life begins to crumble. She is convinced that Isabelle is her daughter,
Alice. The baby that tragically disappeared more than twenty years ago on a beach during a family vacation. Alice is believed to
have drowned, but her body was never found. Stella has always believed that Alice is alive, somewhere--but everyone around her
worries she's delusional. Could this be Alice? Stella will risk everything to answer that question, but in doing so she will set in
motion a sequence of events beyond her control, endangering herself and everyone she loves.
Be careful what you wish for... Callie has known sadness, and sometimes doubted she would ever have the life she wanted. When
she meets James, also no stranger to grief, it seems as though her luck has changed. She becomes his wife, and in the process a
stepmother to his two sons. Callie has finally got what she always imagined for herself. But things don’t go to plan for Callie. She
tries to get things right, but at every turn she makes mistakes. If she can only show her new family just how much she cares,
perhaps everything will be okay. Yet the harder she tries, the more she fails. A split-second decision leads to her spiralling out of
control, and there is no way back for Callie. When the police arrest her for murder, the dark tale of Callie’s shocking fall from grace
slowly unfolds. But how much is Callie willing to reveal about the choices she made? If those she cares for the most learn the truth,
they will hate her. Will her secrets be her undoing? Or will she tell the truth, no matter the cost? A compelling psychological thriller
with an unforgettable ending from #1 bestseller Kathryn Croft. Perfect for readers who love Sheryl Browne, Alison James and
Claire McGowan. *** Previously published under the title The Stranger Within. ***
Dude, Where's My Pack?
YA Authors and Teens on the Dark Side of Love
The Brummie Con
Entering the Darkness of Pain and Lies
Can't Think Straight:
East of Troost

Almost a hundred years ago, a major terrestrial event reshaped the earth s coastlines. Goodbye entire cities. Goodbye entire
states. Goodbye entire countries. And when the authorities outlawed salvaging from these sunken sites, why say hello to a new
breed of criminal: underwater reclamation specialists. Even a hundred years later, there s still a whole lot of loot for the
reclaiming. Bosses are dead. Her father kidnapped. And no one has a clue why. Isa, Puo, and Winn rush back to her father s
estate for answers, but only finds guns, assassins, and relentless pursuit. Forced into a desperate escape, Isa must retreat further
into her past to stay alive. Dejected and back in the miserable gutters she started from, Isa starts to piece together the disparate
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events of the past several months. Unfortunately, the trail leads back to England, the site of the most daring underwater heist in
history and a buzzing hive of pissed of Brits clamoring for the thieves throats. Confused and on the run for their lives, Isa must
unravel the unthinkable: Cleaners declaring open war. More than just their own lives depend on it. Sunken City Capers is a fun
post-apocalyptic series with no zombies, just criminals and mischievous ne er-do-wells. Fans of heist novels/movies and
strong female protagonists will likely enjoy this series. Sunken City Capers Books: The Solid-State Shuffle, Book 1 The Elgin
Deceptions, Book 2 Leverage, Book 3 The Brummie Con, Book 4 Book 5 Coming Soon!
Skulls Renegade MC: First Generation is a boxset filled with ten full length novels and a bonus content piece that concludes the
Skulls Renegade MC series. Reign A woman on a mission to take down a big, bad biker club gets more than she bargains for.
Redemption He's loved her for years after her heart was broken by another. Now it's their chance to see how things go. Revenge
Even in the dark, some find the light. A quest for revenge brings some people together and tears others apart. Relentless A biker
is sent to be security for an up and coming pop artist. Absolutely nothing could go wrong . . . until it does. Reckoning Two
misunderstood monsters find love in one another's arms. Rectified . . . the bonus content piece that you've been waiting for.
What happens when the Romanian Clans meets the outcasts? Reclaimed They tried it once and failed, but the years have
passed and hearts have been molded. Will these two have their happily ever after? Reckless Two brothers and one woman.
They're each what she needs, but will one make her question everything? Regret Chaos refuses to live with regret, so he'll do
everything he can to make sure it works. Reclusive Claiming a woman he's never met before, he's sure to find out what the true
meaning of love is. Retribution He's loved her from afar, but now it's time for their romance to fully blossom.
A coming-of-age story about transgender tween Obie, who didn't think being himself would cause such a splash. For fans of
Alex Gino's George and Lisa Bunker's Felix Yz. Obie knew his transition would have ripple effects. He has to leave his swim
coach, his pool, and his best friends. But it s time for Obie to find where he truly belongs. As Obie dives into a new team,
though, things are strange. Obie always felt at home in the water, but now he can t get his old coach out of his head. Even
worse are the bullies that wait in the locker room and on the pool deck. Luckily, Obie has family behind him. And maybe some
new friends too, including Charlie, his first crush. Obie is ready to prove he can be one of the fastest boys in the water̶to his
coach, his critics, and his biggest competition: himself.
In this funny, vulnerable, and all-too-real memoir, award-winning content creator and actress Avani Gregg takes you behind the
scenes of her incredible life, sharing how a girl from small-town Indiana went on to become TikToker of the Year. With more
than fifty million followers on social media; invitations to glamorous events around the world; awards, magazine covers, and
even her own makeup line̶Avani Gregg never imagined this wild ride for herself. After all, she was just from a small town,
spending her time hanging with friends and family and combing thrift-store racks for finds. It only took one video̶her famous
Clown Girl Check ̶and she suddenly found herself vibing as one of the original Hype House creators. People think I
exploded overnight, the eighteen-year-old TikTok sensation says. But they don t know the half of it. They don t know
what came before or after. They don t know my Backstory. In this eye-opening memoir, Avani shares the ups and down of
her remarkable life, including the devastating back injury that forced her to retire from gymnastics and abandon her dreams of
Olympic gold. In the aftermath, struggling to make sense of it all, she found her calling: creating jaw-droppingly dramatic
makeup looks on social media that leave her Bebs begging for more. Diving deep into topics like mental health,
relationships, bullying, and more, Avani shares her private sketchbook and most intimate thoughts: There s a lot we all
think and feel but are afraid to say out loud. Well, I m saying it…and it s gonna get deep. This is the unfiltered, revealing,
and deeply inspiring Backstory of someone with big dreams and how she worked to achieve them. And Avani is not holding
back.
Captive Audience
On Love and Reality TV
Never Let Go
Jesus Speaks to Me: Whispers of Mercy, Whispers of Love
Differentiated Strategies for Comprehending Nonfiction
A Glass Half Full

My eyes are filled with tears. I dont even know what to do anymore. His breath warms up
my neck. I guess this is goodbye, I say. I guess so, he responds. I never thought this
moment would come. Its the moment in which we are forced to say goodbye. Will you marry
me? he asks. Suddenly I freeze. I feel like everyones eyes are now focused on us. The sun
shines brighter than ever this time of July. The strong breeze awakes me. Yes. Yes. A
million times yes, I say sarcastically. I dont know if I meant it or if I was still in
shock, but this is all happening too fast. He takes my hands in his. I promise I will
make you the happiest woman in the world because you have made me the happiest man in the
world. Uh-huh. I nod. He gets up and kisses me.
From New York Times Bestselling author Corinne Michaels comes a heartbreakingly beautiful
standalone story about letting love in. I’m losing myself trying to save everyone else...
As a doctor, I walk a dangerously delicate balance of being compassionate but not overly
invested. The same is true in my personal life--love is a luxury I can’t afford. It isn’t
until Dr. Westin Grant breaks down all my walls and offers me a future, I find myself
wondering if I’m brave enough to risk my heart. When who I was and who I’ve tried to
become collide during my clinical trial, the fate of one patient changes everything. In a
single moment, everything I’ve worked for is jeopardized. My integrity, my career, and
even my relationship with Westin. He loved me once, I just hope he can love me always …
Read what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Corinne Michaels:
"Corinne Michaels shredded me and put me back together in the best possible way with Say
You'll Stay. Incredible read and a passionate start to what promises to be one of my new
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favorite series.” - Meredith Wild - #1 NYT Bestselling Author "Every book just gets
better from Corinne Michaels. She shreds my heart into a million tiny pieces and then
magically manages to put it all back together." - Vi Keeland - #1 New York Times
Bestselling Author "With every new book, Corinne keeps reclaiming her throne as the queen
of hope, heartbreak, and epic ever afters." -- Violet Duke, NYT bestselling author "5
brilliant stars for Trent and Grace's story. No one does sexy, swoony romance like
Corinne Michaels." - Sawyer Bennett - NYT Bestselling Author “I dare you not to fall in
love with the world Corinne Michaels has created.” – Meghan March, NYT Bestselling Author
"Corinne Michaels is a master storyteller and this book held my heart hostage!” - Penny
Reid, NYT Bestselling Author "This book doesn't just tug at your heartstrings -- it pulls
your soul all the way in." -- Julia Kent, NYT Bestselling Author "A gorgeous blend of
heartbreak and hope. Michaels' writes unputdownable romance." - Helena Hunting, NYT
Bestselling Author “Michaels draws her readers in on an emotional level with the finesse
and skill of a more seasoned author. Beloved is a debut not to be missed.”– Laurelin
Paige, NYT Bestselling Author “Corinne does a masterful job of immersing her readers in
this world of trust, friendship, honor, loyalty, and love.” ~ Aleatha Romig – NYT
Bestselling Author “Sexy. Heartwarming. Addictive. Michaels is at the top of her
game.”~K. Bromberg, NYT Bestselling Author Topics: contemporary romance, small town,
second chance, friends to lovers, series, romantic series, women’s fiction, romance saga,
romantic small town, series starter, first in series, romance series, romance saga,
romantic family saga, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times
romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books,
emotional journey, captivating romance, emotional, healing, hot, hot romance, forbidden
love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, Corinne Michaels romance, funny romance, modern romance,
new release, office romance, forbidden romance, boy band, older in life, childhood crush,
friends to lovers, one night stand, second chance romance, hidden romance, strong alpha,
alpha hero, family business, strong female lead, strong heroine, family secrets, top
romance reads, best seller, Perfect for fans of Colleen Hoover, Nicholas Sparks, Maya
Banks, Penelope Sky, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Fox, Lexi Blake, Carrie Ann Ryan, Lani Lynn
Vale, Chelle Bliss, Sarina Bowen, Penelope Ward, Nora Roberts, Marie Force, Melissa
Foster, Kristen Proby, Devney Perry, Susan Stoker, Tessa Bailey, Jana Aston, Sally
Thorne, Christina Lauren, Kristan Higgins, Elle Kennedy, Anna Todd, Debbie Macomber,
Robyn Carr, Julia Kent, Sylvia Day, K.A. Linde, Catherine Cowles, Jill Shalvis, J.
Daniels, Jessica Hawkins, Rachel VanDyken, Jodi Ellen Malpas, L.J. Shen, Natasha Madison,
Emily Henry, Kylie Scott, Kennedy Ryan
Streets dont last. The purpose of this book is to turn the minds of folks who think that
the streets are the only way and to give them light at the end of the tunnel with Christ.
The project is for the readers to learn from my experiences and know the dos and donts in
life. From personal experiences, godly experiences, and relationship
experienceseverything of each category to learn from. This book is not intended to expose
the story of my life but to help the inexperienced or those who have no guidance. This
book is destined to help you find your way and find Christ, giving you the knowledge of
how to find him and showing you he is the only way.
This text challenges binary perceptions of space and explores the possibilities afforded
by a hybrid learning space at the intersection of physical, virtual, formal and informal
spaces. It examines how new technologies and modes of delivery, including media-enhanced
learning and open education, present opportunities as well as challenges. Chapters are
supported by a wealth of case studies which illustrate academic innovation in diverse
learning spaces and demonstrate how it can be used to inspire learners and promote
student engagement. Packed with practical guidance and questions for reflection and
discussion, this thought-provoking and timely guide is an essential resource for anyone
involved in improving the student learning experience.
The Psychology of Psychopharmacology With Diverse Youth and Families
Thinking About Prescribing
Wicked Bite
Reimagining Spaces for Learning in Higher Education
My Life So Far
The Lebs
Under the guise of a starting-over story, this novel deals with subtle racism today, overt racism in the past, and soulsearching about what to do about it in everyday living. East of Troostʼs fictional narrator has moved back to her childhood
home in a neighborhood that is now mostly Black and vastly changed by an expressway that displaced hundreds of
families. It is the area located east of Troost Avenue, an invisible barrier created in the early 1900s to keep the west side
of Kansas City white, “safely” cordoned off from the Black families on the east side. When the narrator moves back to her
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old neighborhood in pursuit of a sense of home, she deals with crime, home repair, and skepticism̶what is this middleaged white woman doing here, living alone? Supported by a wise neighbor, a stalwart dog, and the local hardware store,
we see her navigate her adult world while we get glimpses of author Ellen Barkerʼs real life there as a teenager in the
sixties, when white families were fleeing and Black families moving in̶and sometimes back out when met with hatred
and violence. A regional story with universal themes, East of Troost goes to the basics of human behavior: compassion
and cruelty, fear and courage, comedy and drama.
This dynamic book provides the foundation you need to confidently and successfully teach comprehension to a diverse
population of students. Filled with innovative, classroom-tested models for differentiating instruction, this professional
development resource will leave you feeling empowered, equipped, and excited to implement the strategies! The
classroom-tested strategies from acclaimed professional development specialist Debby Murphy and easy-to-read
conversational style make this a "must-have" resource for any Pre-K-12 teacher. The model lessons feature concrete
examples with sample texts.
Years ago, Clara survived a vicious bear attack. She's used to getting sympathetic looks around town, but meeting
strangers is a different story. Yet her dreams go far beyond Knik, Alaska, and now she's got a secret that's both thrilling
and terrifying--an acceptance letter from Columbia University. But it turns out her scars aren't as fixable as she hoped,
and when her boyfriend begins to press for a forever commitment, she has second thoughts about New York. Then
Rhodes, a student teacher in her English class, forces her to acknowledge her writing talent, and everything becomes
even more confusing--especially with the feelings she's starting to have about him. Now all Clara wants to do is hide from
the tough choices she has to make. When her world comes crashing down around her, Clara has to confront her
problems and find her way to a decision. Will she choose the life of her dreams or the life that someone she loves has
chosen? Which choice is scarier?
Features political diaries of one of Australia's most promising national leaders - Mark Latham. This work includes bulletins
from the front line of Labor politics. It provides a view into the life of a man, the Party and the nation at a crucial time in
Australian history.
You Loved Me Once: An emotional standalone
An absolutely gripping page-turner with a heartbreaking twist
You Can't Just Say It Louder!
Skulls Renegade MC: First Generation
First Time for Everything
The Pretty One
Take the ride of a lifetime with this mother/son buddy comedy James Patterson praises as
“audacious, addictive, highly entertaining.” Eighteen-year-old aspiring comic Joey Rossi just
found out his boyfriend has been cheating on him for the past ten months. But what did he
expect? Joey was born with an addiction to toxic jerks—something he inherited from his lovably
messy, wisecracking, Italian-American spitfire of a mom (and best friend): 34-year-old Gia
Rossi. When Gia’s latest non-relationship goes up in flames only a day later, the pair’s
Bayonne, New Jersey apartment can barely contain their rage. In a misguided attempt at revenge,
Joey and Gia inadvertently commit a series of crimes and flee the state, running to the only
good man either of them has ever known—Gia’s ex, Marco. As they hide out from the law at
Marco’s secluded lake house, Joey and Gia must confront all the bad habits and mistakes they’ve
made that have led them to this moment—and find a way to take responsibility for what they’ve
done.
Marco Vieira serves his customers at Cups Café with a smile even though he’d rather be working
on his novel. Recently, however, he’s having more success making specialty BLT sandwiches for
the citizens of Maplehaven than adding any words to his manuscript. He’s tried all the tricks
to get over writer’s block, but nothing seems to work. He can’t find any inspiration—in writing
or in relationships. His friends have all found their soul mates, but he’s still staring at the
blank pages of his love life. Shaina Windsor needs money. If she doesn’t get some cash soon,
her very sick twin sister, Heather, isn’t going to survive. Shaina has to find a way to afford
medical treatment for Heather before she loses her only living relative—and her best friend.
Out of funds and nearly homeless due to their late Aunt Patty’s financial debts, the sisters
arrive in Maplehaven in a rusty RV, hoping for a miracle. When Shaina eyes Cups Café as a
potential source of money, she decides desperate times call for desperate measures. What she
doesn’t expect is to play the role of hero when she discovers Marco is still inside the café
after hours and in trouble. Her next move could mean life or death for both of them. Is one
kind word enough to write a happy ending? The One Kind Deed Series, contemporary romance "The
town, the people, the love story... a perfect romance." Other Series by Christine DePetrillo
The Maple Leaf Series, contemporary romance "Fears, pride, love, passion ~ beautifully woven
together with substance and depth." The Warrior Wolves Series, paranormal romance "Full of
memorable characters with a solid plot and plenty of passion."
"One of the Good Ones is magic.” —Damon Young, author of What Doesn’t Kill You Makes You
Blacker A shockingly powerful exploration of the lasting impact of prejudice and the
indomitable spirit of sisterhood that will have readers questioning what it truly means to be
an ally, from sister-writer duo Maika Moulite and Maritza Moulite, authors of Dear Haiti, Love
Alaine. ISN’T BEING HUMAN ENOUGH? When teen social activist and history buff Kezi Smith is
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killed under mysterious circumstances after attending a social justice rally, her devastated
sister Happi and their family are left reeling in the aftermath. As Kezi becomes another
immortalized victim in the fight against police brutality, Happi begins to question the
idealized way her sister is remembered. Perfect. Angelic. One of the good ones. Even as the
phrase rings wrong in her mind—why are only certain people deemed worthy to be missed?—Happi
and her sister Genny embark on a journey to honor Kezi in their own way, using an heirloom copy
of The Negro Motorist Green Book as their guide. But there’s a twist to Kezi’s story that no
one could’ve ever expected—one that will change everything all over again. "Astonishing!"
—Laura Ruby, two-time National Book Award finalist and author of Bone Gap "Brilliant" —Kirkus
Reviews, starred review "Thrilling" —SLJ, starred review
Never Let Go, a New Adult Romance Novel Recommended for Ages 18 and Up Book #5 in the series
beginning with "Tasting Never" Book #6: Never Did Say Releases July, 2015 “You can't just turn
off love, Zella.” I'm going home with my head held in shame. I let the anger get the best of
me, watched my heart get shattered in two, and had the audacity to ignore my mistake. Love is
pain. It can be beautiful, sure, but beauty always fades. I should've known better. How am I
supposed to tell my sister, Beth, that all of her hard work was for nothing? That my
scholarships are gone, that the money she's been sending me is gone? I've given myself no
choice. I have to go home. I have to face Noah. I have to look in the mirror and face the one
person that scares me the most: myself. “Humans were made to love.. It's the only thing our
species is really good at.” *Never Series Reading Order* Book #1: Tasting Never Book #2:
Finding Never Book #3: Keeping Never OR Books #1-#3: Tasting, Finding, Keeping: The Story of
Never Book #4: Never Can Tell Book #5: Never Let Go Book #6: Never Did Say Also Available by
C.M. Stunich -Broken Pasts (Contemporary Adult Romance) -Hell Inc. (Comedic Paranormal Romance)
-Real Ugly (New Adult Rock Star Romance)
Has to Be Love
Mystic Deception
One of the Good Ones
How Tuning Into God's Truths Can Change Your Perspective And Change Your Life
Miles Franklin Literary Award Finalist
One Kind Word

Unquestionably, this book is 100% factual! It offers an ordinary persons (the authors) perspective on the love and
mercy of God, which is based on her actual and extraordinary personal experiences. At the same time, this book
highlights the power of scripture, as well as the importance of prayer and faith. The author exposes her life to the
world in order to help others discover the simplicity of listening to the Lord in various ways, whether through
written words, people, or life experiences.
So that was it. You send your fiancé to the dry cleaners one day and he comes back gay. When Kiri Blakeley realizes
her ten-year relationship was built on lies, she screams. Then drinks. And spends the ensuing months in a foggy,
new world of sexual encounters. This is her story of learning to love (whatever that means) again. "A page-turner. .
.you'll never look at your significant other quite the same again." --Jonathan Alpert, Metro's "No More Drama"
columnist "A journey from devastation to renewal." --Alisa Bowman, author Project: Happily Ever After "Brutally
honest, self-deprecating, emotionally-wrenching, and somehow still laugh-out-loud funny." --Kimberly Dawn
Neumann, author of The Real Reasons Men Commit "A book you and your friends will be quoting, pondering, and
rehashing." --Hannah Seligson, author of New Girl on the Job "Erica Jong meets Tucker Max. . .wickedly funny."
--Judy Dutton, author of Secrets from the Sex Lab For ten years Kiri Blakeley was a writer for Forbes magazine,
where she covered entertainment, fashion, lifestyle, technology, travel, wealthy people, and entrepreneurs. She
graduated from the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism. She lives in Brooklyn.
From USA Today bestselling authors Sally J. Smith & Jean Steffens comes murder, magic, and laughter on the
bayou... There’s magic in the air at The Mansion at Mystic Isle where Melanie Hamilton works—magic everywhere.
The Federation of Magicians has contracted to hold their annual show at the resort on the bayou, and Melanie's
excited to join in the fun—nothing like a little hocus pocus to liven things up, right? The winner’s own show and a
huge cash prize guarantees stiff competition. And speaking of stiffs, when the contest frontrunner turns up dead,
Mel, Jack Stockton, and the staff at the resort rally to chase down the culprit. Is one magician so desperate for fame
and fortune they’d kill for it, or is there another reason to work some black magic? Mel conjures up several suspects,
but the adept sleight of hand conceals the identity of the murderer. Will an abracadabra and the wave of a magic
wand catch the killer, or will it be Mel who disappears? Mystic Isle Mysteries: Mystic Mayhem (book #1) Mystic
Mojo (shorts story in the Killer Beach Reads collection) Mystic Mistletoe Murder (book #2) Mystic Mischief (book
#3) Mystic Deception (book #4) "Writing team Sally J. Smith and Jean Steffens, a top all-time favorite, have penned
a well-written and exciting series with a Southern flair, combining cheeky characters, humorous foibles, and of
course, a clever cozy murder mystery." —Kings River Life Magazine
The eBook Number One bestseller The hottest book of the summer. A sassy, laugh out loud beach read everyone is
talking about ***** Hot Mess [n.] - someone attractive, who is often in disarray. Have you ever shown up to Sunday
brunch still smelling of Saturday night? Chosen bed, Netflix and pizza over human contact? Stayed in your mouldridden flat because it's cheap? Meet your spirit animal, Ellie Knight. Her life isn't turning out exactly as she planned.
She hates her job, her friends are coupling up and settling down, and her flatmates are just plain weird. Some
people might say she's a hot mess but who really has their sh*t together anyway? For fans of Fleabag and Girls, this
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is a fresh and funny coming-of-age story with a single-girl heroine that will speak to millennials everywhere. *****
'The laugh-out-loud literary equivalent of Trainwreck-meets-Fleabag' Glamour 'A breath of fresh air, deftly
subverting some of chick lit's biggest clichés' Stylist 'More lifestyle-affirming than Bridget Jones' Sarah Knight,
author of The Life Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck 'If you love dirty jokes, dating horror stories and hilarious
dialogue, this book is for you' Emma Gannon, author and podcast host of Ctrl Alt Delete 'I laughed and sighed with
recognition as I turned every page' Daisy Buchanan, author of How To Be a Grown-Up
A New Adult Romace
The Lying Wife
Tell Me You're Mine
Extended Edition, Levels 9-11
A Night Rebel Novel
How My Friends Saved My (Social) Life
Engage Literacy is a comprehensive literacy program (K-3) that brings enjoyment and humor
to reading while still providing teachers and children with carefully graded and leveled
texts. The accompanying Engage Literacy Teacher's Resource provides supportive and easyto-use teaching notes for the 24 books at levels 9-11 (Blue). Three BLMs are provided for
each title. Skills addressed in both the teaching notes and BLMs include: Comprehension ;
phonological awareness/graphophonics ; vocabulary development ; fluency ; text
conventions ; writing activities. Also provided in the Teacher's Resource: tasks/BLMs for
English Language Learners ; an oral reading record for each title. Engage Literacy
Teacher's Resource books provide different avenues of acquiring knowledge so all children
can learn effectively, regardless of differences in ability levels.
When a mortifying breakup in the school cafeteria triggers seventeen-year-old Callie
White to project her soul from her body, the last thing she expects is to die from
embarrassment. As it turns out, Callie isn’t dead but is gifted with the special ability
to leave her body and turn into a living ghost. With the discovery of her newfound
ability, she learns her world is inhabited by creatures from her wildest dreams—and worst
nightmares. As a genetically altered human, Mason Sullivan spends his life fighting
creatures to keep humanity safe. With unmatched speed and strength, Mason is the perfect
soldier for the Creature Council, the secret organization that polices the supernatural
world. For Mason, one thing is certain, he’ll do whatever it takes, even kill, to
guarantee the bad guys never win. Callie and Mason’s lives collide when she saves him
from a man-eating goblin while in her ghostly form. A chance meeting at a hospital brings
the two together, but Callie isn’t safe in Mason’s life. Her special ability makes her a
desirable asset to the monsters Mason fights against. To protect her, Mason breaks the
creature laws he fights to uphold, but even with him by her side, Callie falls prey to
the supernatural world’s worst enemy. She’s forced into an unthinkable fate by creatures
who treat humans like food and property. No longer under Mason’s protection, Callie must
fight for her freedom or risk losing herself to a world so full of horrors against
humanity that she’d rather remain ghostly than survive.
An intimate portrait of a marriage intertwined with a meditation on reality TV that
reveals surprising connections and the meaning of an authentic life. A VINTAGE ORIGINAL.
In Lucas Mann's trademark vein--fiercely intelligent, self-deprecating, brilliantly
observed, idiosyncratic, personal, funny, and infuriating--Captive Audience is an
appreciation of reality television wrapped inside a love letter to his wife, with whom he
shares the guilty pleasure of watching "real" people bare their souls in search of
celebrity. Captive Audience resides at the intersection of popular culture with the
personal; the exhibitionist impulse, with the schadenfreude of the vicarious, and in
confronting some of our most suspect impulses achieves a heightened sense of what it
means to live an authentic life and what it means to love a person.
She just wants to fit in. But can a gifted teen find her place when she's caught between
good and evil? After the sudden death of her mother, Lucy Walker leaves her small town
for a fresh start in the City of Chicago. Lucy hopes life with her uncles will be less
dramatic than the one she left behind. But her hopes are quickly turned upside down.
Beginning with a disturbing encounter at the airport, Lucy steps into a world she never
imagined. From the discovery that she's half-witch, half-demon, meeting the father she
never knew, and run-ins with the mysterious boy who lives in the apartment upstairs,
Lucy's new life is not what she expected. And her world becomes even more complicated
when the family's treasured raven goes missing. Persistent attacks from a dangerous
stranger temporarily sideline Lucy's search for the beloved family pet. Despite her
reluctance to embrace her new gifts, Lucy is forced to team up with her brooding, darkeyed neighbor to hunt down the truth. But when she discovers the connections between her
own history and the secretive boy's true nature, she's thrust headfirst into an ancient
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battle...where choosing the wrong side could prove fatal. Will Lucy accept her destined
role before the darkness destroys everything she loves? The Girl and The Raven is the
thrilling first installment in The Girl and The Raven YA paranormal romance series. If
you like imperfect witches with badass magic, young sorceresses trying to find
themselves, and epic clashes between light and dark, then you'll love Pauline Gruber’s
enthralling tale. The Girl and the Raven trilogy: The Girl and the Raven The Girl and the
Gargoyle The Girl and the Demon
Sol B. River: Plays Two
Never Judge a Book by Its Cover
The Girl and the Raven
Revenge
Burn It All Down
The French Widow
We’ve all heard of the “terrible twos," but have you heard of the “terrible teens”? In “Surviving Seventeen," Jamila Coleman talks
about her seventeenth year of life, and how the few years before it aided in making it as strenuous as it was. Once a promising
athlete who appeared as though she was on her merry way to a lifetime of nothing but success, along with coming from a
seemingly well put together, religious, two parent home, Jamila’s life looked like a fairytale from the outside. She seemed to have
it all. But that was when Jamila was a child. Upon reaching her teen years, Jamila’s life began shifting, and she was exposed to
situations that were not only hurtful, but were also hard to navigate and therefore, quickly took a toll on her. Young, naive, and
barely having had any real guidance, Jamila starts trying to put herself together using the bad experiences she goes through,
gaining insecurities and self-hate in the process. Even then, Jamila still remained optimistic and hopeful for the future…until she
wasn’t. Seventeen was a whirlwind that smacked Jamila in the face. From her parents sudden split, to unemployment, a mental
health crisis, apparent hyper-sexuality, an extreme weight gain, and a strong crave for something that was slowly ruining her,
Jamila found herself asking “where did I go wrong?” a lot more than often. Surviving Seventeen is a personal story that speaks
volumes and has the ability to touch anybody that has suffered greatly with mental health, been a victim to emotional abuse, or just
simply had way too much on their plate at a young age. While it focuses on the life of a seventeen-year-old African American
teenager, the bigger picture of it is diverse in the sense that Jamila’s struggles aren’t immune to the rest of us, and we can all
empathize with her while also getting a laugh or two as she tells her story in an upbeat, comedic manner.
Now a major motion picture! Experience the internet's most talked-about book from Anna Todd, the writer Cosmopolitan called
“the biggest literary phenomenon of her generation”—now with new exclusive material! There was the time before Tessa met
Hardin, and then there’s everything AFTER... Life will never be the same. #Hessa Tessa is a good girl with a sweet, reliable
boyfriend back home. She’s got direction, ambition, and a mother who’s intent on keeping her that way. But she’s barely moved
into her freshman dorm when she runs into Hardin. With his tousled brown hair, cocky British accent, and tattoos, Hardin is cute
and different from what she’s used to. But he’s also rude—to the point of cruelty, even. For all his attitude, Tessa should hate
Hardin. And she does—until she finds herself alone with him in his room. Something about his dark mood grabs her, and when they
kiss it ignites within her a passion she’s never known before. He'll call her beautiful, then insist he isn’t the one for her and
disappear again and again. Despite the reckless way he treats her, Tessa is compelled to dig deeper and find the real Hardin
beneath all his lies. He pushes her away again and again, yet every time she pushes back, he only pulls her in deeper. Tessa
already has the perfect boyfriend. So why is she trying so hard to overcome her own hurt pride and Hardin's prejudice about nice
girls like her? Unless...could this be love?
Eighth-grader Vee is doomed to move to a new town, away from her BFFs Megan and Lulu. To get a jump on her new social life,
she starts snapping with local Queen Bee, Gwynneth. Megan and Lulu have mixed feelings about G., but Vee's snapstreak with
her is well under way when they get the biggest news EVER: The local radio station is hosting a Boys Being Dudes concert for the
pair of students from different schools who can prove the longest running snapstreak! Vee could win this! The girls' BBD dreams
are in reach when a gym class concussion lands Vee in bed, under a strict phone ban. It's up to Megan and Lulu to keep the
streak going.
A “hilarious, tender, raw, and heart-stoppingly moving” (Amanda Eyre Ward) debut about a down-on-his-luck gay man working out
how he fits into the world, making up for lost time, and opening himself up to life’s possibilities “Fry brings a refreshing voice to the
queer coming-of-age novel with characters whose stories don’t revolve around trauma. Instead, everyday experiences are
portrayed with drama and delight.”—The Washington Post (New & Noteworthy) Danny Scudd is absolutely fine. He always
dreamed of escaping the small-town life of his parents’ fish-and-chip shop, moving to London, and becoming a journalist. And,
after five years in the city, his career isn’t exactly awful, and his relationship with pretentious Tobbs isn’t exactly unfulfilling.
Certainly his limited-edition Dolly Parton vinyls and many (maybe too many) house plants are hitting the spot. But his world is
flipped upside down when a visit to the local clinic reveals that Tobbs might not have been exactly faithful. In fact, Tobbs claims
they were never operating under the “heteronormative paradigm” of monogamy to begin with. Oh, and Danny’s flatmates are
unceremoniously evicting him because they want to start a family. It’s all going quite well. Newly single and with nowhere to live,
Danny is forced to move in with his best friend, Jacob, a flamboyant nonbinary artist whom he’s known since childhood, and their
eccentric group of friends living in an East London “commune.” What follows is a colorful voyage of discovery through modern
queer life, dating, work, and lots of therapy—all places Danny has always been too afraid to fully explore. Upon realizing just how
little he knows about himself and his sexuality, he careens from one questionable decision (and man) to another, relying on his
inscrutable new therapist and housemates to help him face the demons he’s spent his entire life trying to repress. Is he really fine,
after all?
Engage Literacy Teacher's Resource
After
Surviving Seventeen… And The Years Leading Up Tp It
A Novel
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